PRESS RELEASE
Novair acquires air compressor manufacturer America Energy
and continues to expand in the USA.
May 24th, 2022
Novair, the worldwide leading manufacturer of on-site gas production systems, is pleased to announce the
acquisition of the air compressor manufacturer America Energy, effective May 20th, 2022.
America Energy is a US based manufacturer of air compressors and medical gas systems, offering a wide
range of medical air plants, vacuum plants, and oxygen generators. Incorporating all types of compression
and vacuum technologies, America Energy solutions are especially designed for the high demanding
healthcare market. From its manufacturing facility of Pembroke Pines, Florida, America Energy supplies
equipment and services in North, Central and South America, as well as in the Caribbeans.
As part of Novair, America Energy is gaining access to a wide range of high-end solutions complementing its
existing ranges, including PSA Oxygen & Nitrogen generators, high pressure Oxygen Cylinder Filling Systems,
and Medical Gas Monitoring and Distribution systems. More synergies are also to expect through NOVAIR
services and engineering competencies now recognized worldwide.
Five months after the acquisition of US based oxygen generator manufacturer OGSI, Novair is pursuing its
expansion in the USA. With the acquisition of America Energy, Novair gains more means to fully address the
US market, adding to its catalogue Made in USA compressed air and vacuum systems, manufactured
according to the US standards. Novair also gains more key engineering capacities that will benefit to the
entire group.
Already counting installations in over 150 countries, Novair strengthens by this acquisition even further its
global presence with a new foothold in such an important country as the USA. Novair is thus taking a new
step forward to consolidate its position of worldwide leading manufacturer of on-site gas production
systems.
The whole Novair Team based in France, Italy and the USA is thrilled to welcome America Energy teams
within the Group and cannot wait to start this exciting collaboration.

About NOVAIR
Worldwide leading manufacturer of on-site gas production systems,
Novair is the founder of the Green Oxygen concept, with the vision that
decentralized on-site medical oxygen production is the only low-carbon
way to supply oxygen to hospitals. With now 45 years of presence on
market and with high-tech R&D centers in France, USA and Italy, Novair
definitively leads the world innovation in on-site gas production by adsorption systems.
Headquartered in France, Novair is operating in over 150 countries and counts thousands of gas generators
installed around the planet supplying daily medical oxygen to hundreds of thousands of patients over the
world. Novair also serves industrial oxygen and nitrogen to numerous Industries in many different
applications and market segments.

